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ABSTRACT

With growing concern for global warming and climate change, it is of most importance to
extend current research and studies towards the factors that contribute towards it. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) explains the increase in average temperature
over the last 100 years and the rise in sea level associated with it to be 3.1mm per year. The most
important factor is the melting glaciers and polar ice sheets. Hence it becomes absolutely
important to study their behavior.

This thesis is in three folds - three design modules, each contributing to the analysis of
glaciers, has been explained. In each of chapters, steps involved in designing and implementing
specific seismic modules together with their working, application and limitations have been
discussed.

The first design is a seismic receiver, a geo-pebble. It’s an autonomous wireless,
geophysical data logger used for seismic studies and 3D imaging of Antarctic Ice sheets. The
primary purpose of geo-pebble receiver is for efficient data acquisition, signal processing and
recording using an FPGA. Next we discuss about the Shot box, which is a high voltage
charger/discharger time synchronized with a GPS receiver. The shot box is a triggering device in
function, which initiates the recording process. Finally, the software specifications of a PIC
microcontroller based wake up radio, phase locked loop frequency synthesizer, intended for
synchronization of the geo pebbles, is abbreviated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to Seismic Study

Though there have been varied opinions over the validity of the growing global
warming crisis, scientists and research specialists have worked on real time data recorded
at the polar ice caps and have evident proof of growing sea levels over the past years and
can also predict the raise in the future [1]. Numerous research organizations and research
centers study and analyze the ice sheets, collect information about the glaciers, glacial
flow characteristics, to support the theory of climate change [2, 3].

Figure 1.1 Seismic Recording

The figure 1.1 explains the science of seismic measurement and represents the
cross section of the ice surface under study. The hammer is the seismic source which
could be an explosion from dynamite or an electrical signal from an amplifier. The ice
sheet is made up of different layers and each layer reflects certain wavelength of the
signal. This depends on the composition of the layer.
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The signals also take different paths to reach the receiving nodes placed on the ice
sheet, again depending on the properties of the layer reflecting the acoustic and physical
signals. Thus by studying the data recorded by the nodes, it is possible to
comprehensively study the mechanism of glacial flow.

The typical data recorded by a receiver node is as shown in figure 1.2

Figure 1.2 Seismic Data
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In figure 1.2, the plot of the signal strength Vs time at each receiver node we can
observe that each node receives a sharp energy signal from the source represented in 1.2a.
The gradient represents the time taken for the signal to propagate from one node to
another. 1.2b are the reflected signals from the inner layers. Since the energy of the signal
as it penetrates into the ice layer decreases we can see that progressive echo and other
reflected waves 1.2c fade with time. This is an example of a typical seismic measurement
[4].

Figure 1.3 Seismic Systems

1.1 Need for Seismic Imaging

Melting ice sheets have been the major driving forces for changes in global sea
level and climate [5, 6]. Scientists have also analyzed the risk of coastal settlements, with
increasing sea level over the past few years [7, 8]. One of the effective and the most
efficient method is through seismic data acquisition. Analyzing seismic waves through
the ice surface and studying the reflected signal would help in determining the thickness
of the ice sheet, their temperature, composition and if studied over a period of time, this
data could also give the rate at which the ice sheets are flowing [9].
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Seismic technology is also used by various oil explorers and drilling consultants
to study the composition and concentration of the layer beneath the Earth’s surface [10].
Glaciologists also use the same technology, but on a reduced scale to study the inner
layers beneath the ice sheets.

1.2 Current Research and Designs

Among the research centers that work towards analyzing ice sheets, this thesis is
more associated with the Centre for Remote Sensing in Ice Sheets, CReSIS [11]. It is a
collaborative research group including The Pennsylvania State University, University of
Kansas, Ohio State University, Elizabeth City State University, Haskell Indian Nations
University, and University of Maine et al.

There are numerous designs for seismic receivers each for specific purpose and
applications. One of the recent designs’ are the geo rods as shown:

Figure 1.4 a: Previous Geode Version
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Figure 1.4 b, c: Geo-Rods
Each of the geo rods is equipped with geo phones which record the seismic
signals beneath the ice surface. Though they have certain limitations primarily because of
a cable connecting each of the rods, they are preferred for their simplicity and ease. The
geophones transmit the signal to a data logger and the recorded data is analyzed later in
the base station. The geo rods do not process the signal and neither have a built in data
storage mechanism, which is one of their drawbacks.

The current set up, as shown, includes a multi-channel conductor cable with
specific outlets into which the geodes are connected. The primary advantage of the
system is that it has a centralized power distribution feature and does not require
individual power regulation. The cables restrict the orientation of the geodes to 2
dimensions and once fixed, the geode is almost incapable of being repositioned unlike the
geo pebble which can be positioned at any location desired.
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Since every geo pebble has a GPS receiver engine, it can also identify its position
from the base station and calibrate the data accordingly.

The shot box is a highly specific design for the function it performs. In the earlier
versions, a PIC based microcontroller was used as the central processing element. The
battery used in the earlier design was a heavier and larger. Apart from several
modifications done to the display and menu options, the new shot box design also
includes the smart battery interface which is absent in the previous model. This helps the
user to estimate, before hand, the duration till which the battery can last. The earlier
design of the shot box is as shown in the figure below,

Figure 1.5: Previous Shot Box Design
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Apart from the ground based equipments designed at Penn State, the RADAR
designs at the University of Kansas help in the ice sheet imaging and analysis, especially
the UAVs- Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. The UAVs are airborne radars, which collect data
from inaccessible locations, are suitably designed aircrafts.

The Ice group at Penn State makes a detailed and careful study of all the glaciers
and their characteristics at the polar ice sheets in Greenland and Antarctica every year
[12-14]. From this field study we can tabulate the catastrophical damage of global
warming and melting ice caps.
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Chapter 2

Design of Autonomous Geophysical Wireless Data Logger

2.1 Introduction

In the first part of this thesis, we will see the design of an autonomous wireless
geophysical data logger used in the seismic recordings. It’s done with an FPGA and an
ARM processor, which together form the heart of the system and are interfaced with
other peripherals.

Field Programmable Gate Arrays are current state of art integrated circuits, which
can be reconfigured and reprogrammed numerous times for a specific design
requirement. They are preferred for their very high speeds, compatibility with peripherals
and extreme low cost as compared to other microcontrollers.

2.2 Science behind the Design

To study the glacial movement and characteristics, it is necessary to monitor and
study the behavior and properties of the ice sheets. The overall big picture behind the
design can be better understood from figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Seismic recording in Ice Sheets

The GPS satellites are constantly orbiting the earth’s surface and transmit much of
the required information. This includes the time synchronization 1PPS (pulse per
second), and other significant data of which we shall use the 1PPS signal in this module.
As explained in the figure, the process starts with the geo pebble nodes distributed across
the glacial surface, waiting for further instructions from the base station located at a
remote distance from the receivers. The base station, through the wireless repeater
network, would provide all the necessary information regarding the exact moment when
the receivers need to power up and start recording.
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The recording process starts with a physical dynamite explosion, triggered by a
Shot Box, within deep layers of the glacier. The sharp impulse would send both physical
vibrations and acoustic signals across the layer. Sometimes, instead of a physical
explosion, an amplifier is set up to echo chirps, constantly. This is done in case of thin ice
sheets or when there is a necessity for numerous repetitive recordings. The powered up
geo pebbles would then record these signals. The receivers also transmit a compressed
portion of the recorded data to the base station. This is required to check the functionality
and working of the geo pebble and also to validate the recorded data.

2.3 Design Objective

As mentioned previously, the design objective was to build a receiver system
which would be
•

Autonomous, with none or minimal human involvement once deployed

•

Wireless, to eliminate bulky and lossy cables

•

A Digital signal processing element

•

Efficient in storing the data acquired
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2.4 Implementation

The basic block diagram of the geo pebble is as shown below

Figure 2.2: Functional block diagram of the data logger

2.4.1 Technical Specifications

GPS

NavSync CW25-TIM Timing Engine

ADC

AD 1871

FPGA

Altera Cyclone II

Processor

Cirrus EP9302 ARM9 CPU

Wireless Router

Meraki

Table 2.1: Technical Specs of Geo Pebble
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As a prototype design, each of the components were programmed and used on
different, readily available demo boards. To meet the design goals, the primary motive
was to get the individual modules to meet their requirements and then to combine them.
This would also simplify the effort in backtracking and debugging as separate modules
can be isolated and cross checked.

The FPGA used in this case is the ALTERA Cyclone II [19]. The specific reason
for choosing this particular manufacturer is, because of the availability of a Single Board
Computer with an on board Altera Cyclone II chip and an ARM processor and thus
making the design more compact and convenient [20].

2.4.2 Power Supply

The whole system is powered from a battery source. It is equally important as any
other programmable logic of the design, since several issues need to be considered before
selecting the most suitable battery. This includes the ease of operation, voltage, size,
charge retention capacity, charging and discharging rates – especially at very low
temperatures.
To suit the above limitations and restrictions, rechargeable Lithium/Nickel Metal
Hydride batteries were used. The light weight batteries are fitted within the pebble and
their charge information is transmitted to the base station so that they could be recharged
or replaced accordingly.
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2.4.3 Geophone and Microphone to ADC

The geophone and microphone are the reception sensors, which actually pick up
the signals created from the explosion or the chirps. The incoming analog signal is fed
into the ADC, which spits out the signals as binary data combined with certain header
information. Echo created due to the reflection from neighboring pebbles is filtered as the
ADC is circuited with a pre-gain amplifier and suitable filters for the specific frequency
bandwidth. The output from the ADC is a four channel digital data 24 bits wide. The
sampling rate of about 2500 samples per second is much within the limit the FPGA could
handle.

Assuming that each time a receiver node is powered up for recording, it would be
necessary for the ADC to distribute highly reliable and synchronized clock, during the
entire process, which would typically last for 30 seconds and hence the maximum
allowable frequency error is kept at 1 PPM (parts per million)

2.4.3.1 ADC Conversion Clock Accuracy

The ADC also provides a system clock and is designed to meet the frequency
error rate. Let us assume that for a sample rate, 5 times that of a data frequency of 500 Hz
or in other words for about 2500 samples per second, the interval between samples would
be about 400 µs.
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The maximum sample time error of about 1/10th the total samples per second
would be about 40 µs. Thus the maximum sample clock error rate for a record length of
30 seconds would be about 40 µs /30 seconds = 1.33 ppm.

To achieve this low error rate, a custom designed, sophisticated, temperature
compensated crystal oscillator (TCX) is needed and cannot be obtained from off the shelf
inexpensive vendors. To meet the cost constraints, it was decided to use the cheaper
versions with time synchronized precision signals to achieve a stable frequency lock. The
synchronizing pulses from the base station would be transmitted through the wireless
networks and fed into individual receivers for establishing the lock. The frequency
synchronization is explained in detail in the future chapters of the Design of the
Phase/Frequency Locked synthesizer.

2.4.4 FPGA Interface with ADC
The role of the FPGA is more clearly defined in the block diagram,

Figure 2.3: FPGA Interface
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The FPGA gets four active lines from the ADC- the bit clock, left right clock,
data and reset. The frequency of the bit clock is 5.12 MHz and that of the left-right clock
is 80 KHz. The binary data from the ADC, available on the data line is sampled to a
register in the FPGA. The left-right clock indicates the channel to be sampled as left and
right channels respectively. The data collected is then sampled, averaged and error
corrected with three parity bits. This procedure is started on the left channel and then
repeated on the right channel. On the positive edge of the left-right clock cycle (the left
channel data being transmitted), sampling of the left channel data starts and the right
channel data on the negative edge. Within each of these clock pulses, ADC data is
sampled on each positive edge of the bit clock for 24 cycles, thus leading to a 24 bit
digital data from the ADC.

The FPGA buffers each of the 24 bit data in the internal registers for eight
positive edges of the left right clock. Each of the 24 bit binary value is added to its
previous value for eight cycles and the final sum (27 bits) is averaged - divided by eight
by left shifting the summed valued by three bits. This again leaves us with 24 bits of
sampled averaged data. The averaging process is, in a way, done to increase the
resolution and reduce the errors that could possibly arise from the ADC.

Once the averaged data is obtained, they are separated into three chunks of 8 bits
each and three parity bits are added to each of the three samples. At this point we would
have 24 data bits and three parity bits. It was also necessary to identify from which
channel the data was recorded.
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This was needed in case of any packet drops, bit flips or missing bits. The exact
same procedure is repeated for the right channel except that the sampling starts on the
falling edge of the left-right clock, as previously mentioned.

For a 4 Channel ADC we needed 2 bits to identify each of the channels and since
we used 2 ADCs another third bit was added. Thus for identification 5 bits additionally
were appended to the processed signal (with two additional bits for future use). Hence, by
the time FPGA is done with the signal processing, it would be ready to record and
transmit the ADC data in packets of 32 bits each.

2.4.4.1 Time Stamp

In order to investigate the exact time at which data was recorded, a 32 bit wide
time stamp was added to each packet. It’s a counter value on each positive edge of the
left-right clock. The frame signal (discussed later in the chapter) output, which indicates
that the data are ready to be transmitted to the next interface, would also determine which
counter value should be registered and labeled as a time stamp. At this instant, similar to
the data processing procedure, the 24 bit time sample packet is appended with 3 parity
bits, each parity bit for 8 bits of the whole sample. The resulting 27 bit is labeled with 5
tag bits (identification and additional bits), making it 32 bits long.
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The final consolidated data from the FPGA is as shown

ADC Channel 1 ADC Channel 2 ADC Channel 3 ADC Channel 4 Time tag

Table 2.2: Consolidated data word from FPGA to ARM processor

2.4.5 FPGA – ARM Processor Interface

The FPGA buffers the packets acquired as 32 bits per sample, 5 channels (4 data
channels and 1 time channel) for 10 cycles to form a 1600 bit packet, ready to be
transmitted to the processor in the desired format. The data transfer between the FPGA
and the ARM processor takes place by 2 handshaking signals- rx_ok and frame.

The Processor used is an ARM TS 7400 single board computer. It adds to the
intelligence of the pebble by interfacing with the wireless network and writing the data to
a storage medium, a SD CARD.

Figure 2.4: ARM processor Interface
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2.4.5.1 Frame and Receive Acknowledge Signals

The frame signal is lowered when the 10th packet is buffered and the whole 1600
bits of data are ready to be transmitted or further processed. This is an output from the
FPGA to the processor. The processor checks the status of the frame signal and raises the
rx_ok (receive ok) signal which acknowledges that the processor is ready for the
acquisition and that the first transfer can take place. At this point, data is transferred in
chunks of 8 bits on each positive edge of the rx_ok signal. This is done by shifting the
1600 bit register 200 times, thus completing the signal processing phase.

The above numbers are for a single recording procedure for one second. In case of
a continuously recording the data for about 30 seconds or more it was necessary to store
the processed information from the FPGA. The memory required for a 30 second interval
could be calculated as below

No. of samples per second * No. of bits per sample per channel * No. of channels *
Total recording duration.
10,000 samples per second * 24 bits per sample per channel * 5 channels * 30 seconds.

The data is actually sampled at about 80 KHz on the left right channel clock
frequency.

This implies about 80,000 samples being sampled per second. But the FPGA

down samples the data to about 10 KHz or 10,000 samples per second. This is equivalent
to about 4.5Mbytes worth of data recorded over 30 seconds.
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2.4.5.2 SDRAM

It is not possible to buffer so much of data within the FPGA before the next
effective could be recorded and processed. Hence it was necessary for an external
memory interface. Initially, this problem was to be solved by writing to an on board
SDRAM. But later it was decided to use a SD CARD so that it could be removed, copied
and restored as required. Due to time constraints and lack of information this could not be
implemented and the design was modified to use a simpler PARALLAX Propeller chip
which could perform all these operations together with the SD CARD interface.

2.4.6 MERAKI Wireless Network

The data is written on the SD card in a standard format by the processor. The
processor is also connected to the wireless network analyzer. It’s an off the shelf module
called the MERAKI and communicates with the processor through an Ethernet protocol.
The wireless data link is a two way simplex communication between the base station and
the geo pebble with maximum control to the receiver distance being limited by the line of
sight and link BER (Bit Error Rate). Each pebble is also equipped with a watchdog timer
which shuts down the transmission if the system is locked in the transmission mode.

One of the primary reasons for the wireless network, apart from remotely
accessing the receivers, is to transmit the compressed version of the data recorded to the
base stations.
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This ensures and cross checks if the receivers are powered up before the
explosion and if the recorded data is significant and valid. The base station could also get
the battery charge level and the memory available for further storage. The wireless
network would also be used for time and frequency synchronization.

2.4.7 Antenna

The cost of the geo pebble limits the use of high performance antennas. For this
purpose, the antennas considered are simple, low cost and custom designed. The geo
pebble antennas must be small and present a small cross section to the wind. The base
station could use several directional antennas for each sector or section of an array of
receivers. This would also enable to use multiple base station receivers and operate at
different frequencies.
The antenna heights are calculated based on their attenuation and the line of sight
distance needed for the wireless communication.

LOS = 4.12

(

h+ h

)

The above equation relates the distance, in kilo meters, that could be covered by
antennas of height h in meters.
The Free space loss governed by the equation,
FSL(dB) = 20 Log [km] + 20 Log [MHz] + 32.5dB
relates the attenuation, distance and the frequency of operation of the antenna to
be designed.
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From the above two equations, the following table is constructed and the desired
antenna is chosen as per the requirements.

Antenna Height
Base

Pebble

Line of Sight

Free Space

Distance

Loss @915 MHz

1m

½m

7.03k m

109 dB

1m

1m

8.24 km

110dB

2m

½m

8.74 km

111 dB

2m

1m

9.95 km

112 dB

3m

1m

11.25 km

113 dB

3m

2m

12.96 km

114 dB

Table 2.3: Antenna Height and Attenuation Chart

2.5 Verification

The data transmitted from the FPGA and acquired by the processor was verified
and as in every design process, the interface had to undergo several modifications before
the correct data in the right format was received at the far end of the system. The
verification process is explained graphically in, figure 2.5, with all possible errors
detected and corrected.
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Figure 2.5: Verification - No Samples Transferred from FPGA to the Processor

Initially the hand shaking between the processor and FPGA was verified by
transmitting a non-zero constant 8 bit across the channel. The resulting data, as seen,
never made it across the channel. On correcting the format in which data was partitioned
into 8 bits and correlating the frame and receive acknowledge signals, the results
improved to what is shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Verification – Irregular Transfers from FPGA to Processor

The interface looks successful. The irregularity in the graph indicates that the
samples are dropped. There could be numerous possibilities for this error and it was
narrowed by simulating the output from the FPGA. On working more on the format of
the data being assembled, fragmented and regrouped, a successful transmission was
obtained. To verify if the interface was dynamic, we then transmitted a cyclically
incrementing counter value. Similarly, the results obtained, at the receiving end was
plotted as shown below in figure 2.7:
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Figure 2.7: Verification – Counter Value Transfer from FPGA to Processor, with
occasional drops in packets during the interface.

The counter seemed to have been successfully received and processed. As
noticeable in the figure 2.7, there are instances of occasional jumps instead of a smooth
transition. This indicates that the processor missed a particular value but was able to get
the remaining bits. This makes it obvious that receive acknowledge pulses were not
generated as expected and that the processor would drop certain packets but would
resume the acquisition once the acknowledge pulses resumed.
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Figure 2.8: Verification – Successful Counter Value Transfer during the FPGAProcessor Interface

The processor would return to work on some of the other home keeping
procedures as in to search for the Ethernet port etc. All these process were terminated and
the processor was dedicated to perform the data acquisition process. Thus a steady
incrementing counter graph was achieved. This shows that all the data from the FPGA
was successfully routed to the processor. Since a more concrete proof was necessary, we
sent out a sinusoidal pulse into the ADC. If all the modules were designed to work in
perfection, the final graph, figure 2.9, from the data obtained at the receivers end should
be a sine wave with the same frequency.
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Figure 2.9: Verification: Analog Signal (Sinusoidal Wave) Transfer with Zero
Crossing Error

Though it was convincing that there was a successful signal processing, there
were occasional drops in packets. The sampling of the analog sine wave can be clearly
seen on the plot. If noticed with care, it could be seen that the packets mismatched at
every zero crossing of the sine wave and hence helped us to identify that we had not
included a sign bit in every sample packet. Once that was implemented, a perfectly resampled sine was obtained at the processor end.
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2.5.1 Final Testing

Once the entire assembly was set up, a final demonstration of a working geo
pebble was done and with the help of lab view the waveforms transmitted from the
pebble was plotted as shown in figure 2.10:

Figure 2.10: Lab-View Output of Geo Pebble a,b,c,d: Microphone Output 1,2,3,4:
Geophone Output, G: Combined output of microphone and geophone
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The waves marked in numbers show the output as recorded by the geophone. The
geophones respond to the mechanical vibrations. These vibrations are produced by gentle
taps on the table near the geophone. The labels named a, b, c and d are the outputs as
recorded by the microphone which are sensitive to sonic signals. These are produced by
clapping and whistling near the microphone. The label marked G corresponds to both
physical and sonic signals at the same instant similar to the ones that would be created
from an explosion. This is generated by a loud bang near the phones.

Apart from the above information, the power spectrum of the signal received, the
GPA coordinates (longitude and latitude), the time of the sampling and the number of
channels of data used is also displayed as shown below.

Figure 2.11: Lab-View Results of the Position, Number of Channels and the Time
Stamp of the Packet Sampled
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Figure 2.12: Lab-View Power Spectrum of the Output Wave

2.6 Future Modifications

Though the FPGA’s initial application was to suitably acquire, process, transmit
and record the data, it was also desired to instantiate a simple scalar soft core processor
[21] within the FPGA which could perform the functions of the ARM Linux Single board
computer. The size and cost of the overall system would have drastically reduced since
the whole data manipulation would be done on a single chip. The soft core processor
would also be programmed to enable the wireless communication which would also
remove the commercial MERAKI wireless network.
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The wireless network could also be achieved through another commercial
manufacturer, ZIGBEE. The zigbee is a more modular, less expensive and low power
consuming than the MERAKI counterpart. The interface between the ARM processor and
the zigbee is currently being worked on.

2.6.1 Advantages from Earlier Versions

In every design improvement, the most important advantages worked for are the
price, size, ease and performance.

Previous versions of the data logger were wired network of receiver modules
which required extreme manual supervision for their operation. The cables used are bulky
and are very difficult to set up and use. When combined with the severity of the weather
conditions and temperature where they are actually experimented on, handling and
servicing becomes very difficult and it’s always desired to simplify the design from the
field engineers’ point of view. Ideally a moving vehicle periodically drops the pebbles
with their position tracked from the GPS data. The pebbles would be self operative and
would negate the necessity of cables and human presence.

Early receivers could acquire and process 1Channel of useful data as compared to
4 Channels by the pebble. The linear network of the cables could only provide a 2
dimensional image of the ice sheet, as they were not designed to record from deep within
the ice layer. The geo pebble is suitably designed to be set up within the glacial surface.
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The arrangement of the geo pebble network could also be altered to give different
orientations and images of the same surface recorded.

Synchronization among the receivers and information about the location of every
individual receiver is incorporated in the pebble. The GPS used is a "scientific" GPS –
with accuracy better than 10cm (possibly better than 1cm). GPS were not used in the
previous designs.

The geo pebble is targeted to cost much less than 50% of the cost of earlier data
loggers for 4 channels of effective information. The cables, which contribute to the
primary cost of the earlier designs, are one of the major cost reducing elements.

The glaciers characteristic flow could not be monitored with the wired sensors
again limited by the cables which would collapse, taking all other nodes with it and hence
a more modular and user friendly design was required. The current design is the most apt
fit for this purpose and it suitably solves the limitation.
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Chapter 3

Design of Shot Box using Parallax Propeller Chip

3.1 Introduction

The second part of the thesis discusses about a shot box. The shot box triggers the
explosion process for seismic recording, explained in the design of the geo pebble. A
propeller is a programmable microcontroller chip from PARALLAX [22]. The task was
to program an LCD display [23], connected to the propeller and manipulate the various
options using a switch interface and at the right moment discharge the high voltage stored
in a capacitor.

3.2 Science of the Design

The shot box, as the name suggests, is a high voltage charger-discharger,
connected to the voltage source at one end and the fuses for the explosion at the other. It
includes a high voltage charging capacitor, with a very short discharge time. The high
voltage, in a short discharge time, triggers the detonating source, discussed in detail in the
design of the geo pebble.
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The menu options in the short box enable the user to set the interval for every
explosion and retrieve certain information about the shot box itself. The interval value is
to be written to the memory and it is desired to retain the preset interval time even after
the power to the shot box is shut down. This is done by writing the interval value, set by
the user, to an on board EEPROM. This interval value is used to calculate the countdown
time, before the next possible detonation, using the GPS clock data. The user can also
talk to the rechargeable battery, which powers the circuit and charges the high voltage
capacitor, and display the information about the charge remaining in the battery and the
duration for which it would last, the current and voltage delivered.

3.2.1 Design Objective

The primary objective was to program a serial LCD to display all the menu
options. This includes to
•

Set the interval time between explosions

•

View the GPS data

•

Start the countdown before every detonations

•

Serially communicate with a rechargeable lithium battery.

•

Synchronize the detonation
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3.3 Implementation

The propeller forms the central control of the system. It is connected and
programmed to interface with other modules, on a single circuit board. Since every
component has different power requirements, the circuit board, also, has a power
distribution unit fabricated on it. The design is based on the block diagram shown in
figure 3.1.

HIGH
VOLTAGE
CAPACITOR

GPS
RECEIVER

PARALLAX
PROPELLER

LCD

BATTERY AND
POWER
CONTROL

Figure 3.1: Functional Block Diagram of Shot Box

3.3.1 Technical Specifications
GPS

NavSync CW25-TIM Timing Engine

PROPELLER

PARALLAX P8X32A Q44

LCD

PARALLAX 4x20 Serial LCD
Table 3.1: Shot Box Technical Specs
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3.3.2 Parallax Propeller

The propeller is a high speed low current reprogrammable chip, with eight built in
processors, called cogs, which can perform tasks independently and simultaneously. It is
largely available in two design packages the 40- pin DIP and 44 pin QFP. In this design
we have used the quad package for its compact size, as compared to the dual in line
counterpart.

3.3.2.1 Features of Propeller

The eight cogs within the propeller share the registers, clock, RAM and ROM. A
central distribution unit, called the HUB, allocates each cog with its associated resources.
The HUB interacts with each cog and assigns access, exclusive to every cog in a round
robin design, as shown in figure 3.2:

Figure 3.2: Hub and Cog Orientation and Interface
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The simple internal architecture of the propeller makes it extremely user friendly.
Every cog has a processing unit, local 512 x 32 bits RAM, two PLL s, Video Generator,
I/O output register and direction register. The cogs share the same system clock and can
be started and stopped at run time again both simultaneously and independently or as a
response of a process in another cog.

The RAM, within each cog, is used for storing the executable code, the data and
other variables. Apart from the processors and internal registers, the propeller also has 32
I/O pins of which 28 are general purpose and can be programmed to be either inputs or
outputs. The system counter is similar to a program counter in conventional
microprocessors except that, instead of the latter being incremented on every executed
command line, the system counter increments on every clock cycle. The counter value,
being a shared resource, is available in every cog and hence the cogs can track the time
and coordinate its processes accordingly. The system counter is used for relative and
differential timing and is not cleared on startup.

The actual layout of the cogs, counters and clocks within the propeller is
explained diagrammatically in the figures 3.3a and 3.3b.
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Figure 3.3a: Propeller Internal Architecture showing the Cogs 1-4, Hub, and PLL
etc.
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Figure 3.3b: Propeller Architecture Showing Cogs 5-8, the I/O Pins Layout,
System counter etc.

The processor architecture is highly simplified primarily because of a direct
memory mapping feature. It is also provided with a special start up sequence, with which
the necessary code can be permanently written into a ROM, which would load the
program into the propeller on boot. This is one of the important features of the propeller
especially for autonomous design applications, like the shot box and the geo pebble.

The propeller is connected to the programming PC through a USB and requires a
TTL serial converter to program the chip.
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3.3.3 LCD Interface

It was desired to use a parallel LCD instead of the currently used serial LCD. This
was because the commercially available serial LCD’s are actually programmed versions
of the parallel displays. This would account for the additional cost of serial displays.
However, the non availability of the parallel LCD datasheets has forced us to proceed
with the serial versions.

The menu options in the display go through a cyclic procedure explained in the
state diagram figure 3.4.

ENTER

START
MENU

CANCEL

MAIN
MENU

BATTERY
MENU

COUNTDOWN

SET INTERVAL

GPS DATA

MENU

MENU

MENU

Figure 3.4: LCD State Transition Diagram
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The options are toggled by the ENTER and CANCEL buttons and scrolled using
the UP and DOWN buttons – all of which are de-bounce compensated, both by hardware
and software.

3.3.3.1 Menu Options

The LCD is programmed to come up with the START MENU. It’s a direct LCD
interface object and appears as shown in figure 3.5a.

MENU

CANCEL

Figure 3.5a: LCD Start or Boot Up Menu

3.3.3.2 Main Menu
From the start menu, the user can navigate through the other options by the
ENTER and CANCEL keys. The cancel option would bring up the same start up menu
whereas the enter option would proceed to the main menu which resembles the figure
3.5b:
SET INTERVAL 
GPS DATA
COUNTDOWN
BATTERY INFO
Figure 3.5b: LCD Main Menu

BACK
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3.3.3.3 Set Interval Menu

The time duration between successive explosions is set in this menu. The value is
incremented in tens of seconds to minutes. It is internally written onto a counter and is
converted into seconds, for easier manipulation (displayed to the user in the countdown
menu). Once the interval is set, the value is desired to be retained so that the user need
not have to set the interval the next time before detonating. For this purpose an EEPROM
interface was required to write the desired interval value onto a certain known memory
location on the EEPROM. Since there is no paging and mapping involved in the memory
design of the propeller and the EEPROM, the write and read operation is easily executed
by software.

CHOOSE INTERVAL
HH:
MM:
OO:
OO:
DONE

SS
O5
CANCEL

Figure 3.5c: LCD Interval Menu

The interval time is incremented/decremented using the two other push buttons
and the corresponding value is displayed. Once done or cancelled, the last set interval
option is retained and passed to the countdown menu.
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3.3.4 GPS Data

The GPS receiver is the same component used in the design of the geo pebble.
The most time consuming part of the set up was in getting the right GPS data from the
receiver and displaying it on the LCD. The parallax discussion forums have several
guidelines which made this interface simpler. The final GPS screen looks similar to the
figure shown:

TIME: 10:
59:
DATE: 04:
31:
LAT: 47’56.88
LON: 154’47.32

01
08

SAT: 6
HDOP: 1.0
BACK

Figure 3.5d: LCD GPS Menu

It was necessary to display all the required information in the correct format –
with zero insertion, string separation and regrouping the data. The data coming from the
GPS is in a string format with suitable headers which are filtered by the GPS object
obtained from the forums. We use the following data - time, date, latitude (LAT),
longitude (LON), number of satellites tracked (SAT) and the horizontal precision
(HDOP). The latitude and longitude give the coordinates and location of the shot box.
The number of satellites and the precision information is required for checking the
reliability of the displayed information. The greater the number of satellites and lesser the
value of HDOP, the more reliable the data is. The back option, would as in any case,
return to the MAIN display menu.
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3.3.4.1 Countdown Menu

The countdown menu gets the value of the preset interval and waits for the user to
start the countdown, to trigger the process. The countdown menu screen appears as
shown below:

TIME: 10:
59:
01
COUNTDOWN SECONDS: 60
REMAINING SECONDS: 42
START

SAT: 6
HDOP: 0.5
CANCEL

Figure 3.5e: LCD Countdown Menu

The time is the current time updated constantly from the GPS. The HDOP and
number of satellites, is as explained in the GPS menu. The interval value set by the user
is also converted into seconds to be displayed in the countdown menu. The remaining
time, in seconds, before the possible next explosion is calculated as below:

Assume that the interval set is ‘S’ seconds and the current time in seconds from
the GPS receiver is ‘T’ seconds, the countdown in seconds ‘C’ is calculated as

C = S - T (mod) S

The propeller is also programmed to quit the countdown loop and display the final
menu of explosion as shown:
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“BOOM”

Figure 3.5f: LCD Trigger Display

This happens only when the countdown time reaches 0. The display returns to the
countdown screen and repeats the process unless the user decides to terminate and quit to
the main menus.

3.3.5 Battery Information

The system is powered by a 10.8V rechargeable Lithium Ion Smart Battery. It is
precisely called Smart, since the propeller can be programmed to communicate and
retrieve certain necessary information from it. The interface is based on a SMBus,
specific for smart battery communications, which is similar to the I2C (Inter-Integrated
Circuit) protocol. The lithium battery has 5 wires running across to the shot box circuit
board – Positive and Negative (GND) Voltages, internal temperature, clock and data.

SMBus [24], like the I2C, is a two wire protocol with data and a clock signal, to
establish an interface between components. In this design, the propeller acts as a master
and requests certain data from the battery. The battery is internally equipped with a
processor, which performs the functions requested by the propeller master.
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The address of the device connected to the bus is first scanned and obtained. The
propeller then sends out the command word requesting the desired data from the device
located in that address.

The interface proceeds with series of command words, address and data bits with
necessary acknowledgements. The data thus obtained would then be manipulated to be
displayed on the LCD.

The final Battery menu appears as seen below:

BATTERY CHARGE REMAINING: 10 min
TEMPERATURE: 20
VOLTAGE: 7 V
CURRENT: 200mAh
AVERAGE TIME TO EMPTY: 5min

Figure 3.5g: LCD Battery Information Menu

3.3.6 High Voltage Ready and the Arm Signals

Apart from the peripherals discussed, the propeller also has two pins – one
connected to the high voltage charging capacitor and the other is the circuit breaker signal
called the Arm. When the shot box is turned on initially, the high voltage capacitor might
not be fully charged.
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The HV READY button is pressed and held in position till the capacitor is
charged to about 400 volts which is indicated by the HV ready pin, being pulled high.
The Arm button is to ensure that the user is ready for the detonation.

At this instant, the propeller is polling and controlling four signal lines before
instantly discharging the capacitor charge:

These include
•

HV ready, which implies that the capacitor is fully charged

•

Arm ready, which indicates the user is ready for the detonation

•

1 pulse per second from the GPS which enables precise synchronization

•

The instant when remaining seconds, calculated in the count down option, equals
zero. This indicates the end of count down time previously set in the interval
option.

3.4 Testing and Verification

When all the four signals are available, they are AND ed and the charge on the
capacitor is to be discharged instantaneously. This is verified by connecting a resistor to
the discharging terminal of the circuit. The interval is set to the desired time and the
countdown is started. At the instant of the 1 PPS pulse from the GPS, when triggered
without either the HV ready or the Arm wires being pulled high, the resistor doesn’t blow
up.
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This indicates that the system is not charged enough or safe enough. When both
the lines are pulled high, the resistor blows only at the 1PPS and hence ensures
synchronization.

3.5 Limitations and Future Modifications

One of the major improvements that can be featured to this design is the use of a
parallel LCD instead of a serial LCD. This would marginally reduce the cost, but
considering the application of the design for other display options, the benefit is
appreciable.

The spin (propeller programming language) objects from the PARALLAX forum,
is used to comprehend the data from the GPS receiver. Since it is programmed to return
the information as string, further processing of data becomes complicated. Especially
with very limited display characters and a lot of information to be displayed, the string
characters are to be converted into numerical data and then displayed on the LCD. This is
necessary because of the terminating null character in every string displayed, occupies an
empty LCD character space block on the screen. Though it appears to be a trivial, it
solves most of the display issues.

Implementation of the SMB from I2C is a challenging and time consuming task
and required certain pre designed propeller programs to be tweaked and reused.
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Chapter 4

Design of PIC Based Wake Up Radio and Phase Locked Loop Frequency
Synthesizer

4.1 Introduction

In the final part of the thesis, we will go through the software specs of the design
of wake up radio phase locked loop frequency synthesizer [16, 17]. As discussed in the
geo pebble, every receiver node was intended to have a synchronizer, to synchronize the
transmission and reception of information from the base station and GPS.

4.2 Wake up Radio

A simple low-power wake-up receiver provides a means of waking a node from a
dormant state without continuous operation of the SBC and Wi-Fi components. The IF
integrated circuit Receiver Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) or the receiver mute
(squelch) will be used to indicate a wake up command.

The wake up radio also allows network wide frequency synchronization by
observing the frequency of a heterodyne (beat) note derived from the receiver IF carrier
and a locally derived beat frequency tone.
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A PIC microcontroller [18] mediates a simple software frequency locked loop
which corrects the typical +/-2-3ppm accuracy of an inexpensive TCXO to approximately
+/- .1 PPM accuracy or better sufficient to maintain ADC sampling drift to no more than
1/10 of a sample period at a 10 KHz sample rate network wide over a 30 second data
collection interval.

In the original Geo-Pebble concept the frequency synchronization task was
delegated to a software phase locked loop referenced to the 1PPS GPS signal. However
the low 1 Hz reference frequency leads to long lock acquisition times which may not be
acceptable in light of the fair to poor TCXO stability over intervals of seconds to minutes.
Furthermore the GPS receiver power consumption is high at about 0.5 watts. System
battery life considerations make a faster, lower power frequency synchronization
approach highly desirable.

Therefore the GPS frequency synchronization approach was abandoned in favor
of a scheme using reception of highly stable carrier signal in the VHF frequency range.
A VHF wake- up receiver was already included as part of the Geo-Pebble concept an
additional receiver was not required. The wake up radio is a standard configuration superheterodyne FM receiver using an IF integrated circuit intended for use in a standard FM
broadcast receiver. The intermediate frequency, 10.7MHz allows use of inexpensive and
widely available ceramic and monolithic crystal filters intended for broadcast and two
way radio receiver service. A block diagram of the combined Wake Up/ Frequency
synchronization receiver is shown below.
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Figure 4.1: Wake up Radio Functional Description

4.3 Crystal Oscillator Error Indicator

The wake up radio block diagram shown above has three frequency conversions
but for frequency error determination can be thought of as nearly equivalent to a first
conversion from the wake up RF frequency to an intermediate frequency of 10.7 MHz,
followed by a conversion to base-band by a 10.7 MHz Beat Frequency Oscillator (BFO)
with an XOR logic gate functioning as a mixer.

If the node TCXO is exactly on

frequency, the beat note frequency is zero (frequency doubled 300 KHz component
removed by RC low pass filter).
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Otherwise the node TCXO frequency error indicated by the XOR beat note
output is equal to the TCXO frequency error in PPM expressed in Hertz at the wake-up
RF frequency. For example a 1 PPM TCXO frequency error produces a 200 Hz beat
frequency tone with an arbitrary wake up radio RF frequency of 200 MHz.

The actual triple conversion architecture produces a slight non-linearity with
respect the example just presented but the non-linearly is quite small and becomes
smaller as the TCXO correction proceeds.

The triple conversion scheme allows

operation without the need of a phase locked 10.7 MHz BFO thereby eliminating the
possible self-interference that might otherwise occur between the strong local BFO signal
and the weak Intermediate Frequency signal developed by the receiver first mixer.

The XOR logic level beat note can be fed from a simple RC low pass filter
intended to suppress 300 KHz carrier energy, directly to a PIC Microcontroller digital
input for frequency determination.

The PIC Basic-Pro complier has a single line

frequency determination command which simplified this task.

The output of the

74HC4096 phase -frequency detector is directed, after RC low pass filtering, to a PIC
analog input for digitalization by the PIC analog to digital conversion. For coarse TCXO
frequency errors, this line indicates the polarity (high or low), of the error (keeping in
mind the frequency polarity inversion contributed by two successive receiver high side
LO injections).
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For small TCXO frequency errors it becomes possible to implement a software
Phase locked loop using the 74HC4046 output as the phase error detector.

4.4 Receiver Local Oscillator

The figure below shows detail of the wake up receiver IF and LO circuitry. A
sample of the 10.7MHz IF signal buffered by a FET source follower, is taken from the
integrated circuit quadrature network output and applied to a 2 pole 10.7 MHz monolithic
crystal filter, with a bandwidth of 12.5 KHz. The output of the crystal filter goes to one
gate of a dual gate FET that functions as the receiver second IF mixer.

Figure 4.2: Receiver Local Oscillator Circuit
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The circuitry that generates the second LO is somewhat unconventional but has
the advantage of rather low parts count and component cost. The 10 MHz reference from
the TCXO is divided by 10 to produce a 1 MHz square wave, which is combined with the
original 10 MHz signal in an XOR gate which functions as a Double Balanced Mixer
(DBM) in the sense that it creates upper and lower sidebands at 9 and 11 MHz and
suppresses the 10 MHz carrier.

Measured carrier suppression exceeds 30 dB. Additional sidebands occur at odd
multiples of one MHz; 9-7-5-3 MHz on the low side, 11-13-15-17 MHz etc on the high
side but the worst of these are suppressed by the 11 MHz resonant circuit. These
remaining unwanted sidebands contribute unwanted receiver spurious responses, which
are acceptable as they are attenuated by the receiver 10.7 MHz IF filters and because the
polar region spectrum is not crowded.

The 11 MHz frequency from second LO is applied to one gate of a dual gate FET
generating the second IF frequency of 300 KHz. Here another single pole LC circuit is
used for IF filtering. The previously developed 1 MHz signal is divided again by 10 to
create a 100 KHz signal.

A single 74HC390 dual decade divider provides both divide by 10 functions.
These dividers are connected with a divide by 5 followed by a divide by 2. The output
divider assures a 50:50 output duty cycle and good suppression of even order harmonics.
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This means a rather clean 300 KHz signal can be derived from the 100 KHz
square wave with a simple, single pole filter. The 300 KHz signal serves as the receiver
Beat Frequency Oscillator driving the XOR beat note generator as well as the 4046
phase/frequency detector.

4.5 Wake Up Radio Antenna

It is highly desirable that each Geo-Pebble node have no more than one antenna
from cost and ease of use considerations. To accomplish this, a standard off-the-shelf
Wi-Fi 9 dB omni-directional whip was closely examined to see if it could be pressed into
dual, Wi-Fi/Wake-up radio service. The protective plastic radome was removed from one
antenna. As shown in the photograph below, the antenna consists of a single wire making
up three ½ λ radiating elements interspersed between three helical phasing sections.

The base of the antenna has a single thick section that apparently functions as an
impedance matching element followed by a ¼ λ decoupling sleeve. In the picture below,
the dial caliper jaws are separated by 2.0 inches. The radome is about 14 inches long not
including the hinged connector. The actual antenna is about 2 inches shorter.
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Figure 4.3: Wake Up Radio Antenna

4.6 Frequency Selection

There

are

conflicting

technical,

operational,

economic

and

regulatory

requirements involved in the selection of the wake up radio frequency. While antenna
impedance matching tends to be less critical in receiving as opposed to transmitting
service, it is still desirable that the Wi-Fi/Wake-up antenna have a terminal reactance that
is not too extreme with a radiation resistance not too large or too small. Regulatory and
operational considerations suggest military, aviation and safety of life service frequencies
be avoided for obvious reasons. Broadcast frequencies are best avoided to eliminate this
source of strong signal interference. While VHF/UHF broadcast signals are few and far
between in Antarctica and Greenland, it is somewhat desirable not to preclude operation.
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To minimize development cost and time, the wake up radio should operate on a
frequency for which off the shelf components are available at low cost. Combining these
considerations with the antenna terminal impedance behavior suggests the use of the
Amateur 220 MHz band for use as the wake up radio link. The Wi-Fi antenna has an
input impedance of approximately 50 -j100 at 220 MHz suggesting operation as an
inductively loaded 5/8 wave antenna with significant omni-directional gain. There is
little amateur radio activity in the remote areas in which Geo-Pebble use is envisioned.
The 220 MHz band is also allocated international to the radio location service (radar) but
this use seems to be limited to navy surface search radars which are not likely to present a
significant interference challenge. The Amateur 220 MHz band is also attractive as
inexpensive RF power output amplifiers and antennas are available.

The antenna decoupling stub is ineffective in the plausible wake up radio
frequency range and the antenna requires a substantial ground plane to operate properly.
The ground plane will be provided by the metallic mass of the Geo-Pebble node perhaps
enhanced by the addition of conductive metallic tape or shim stock in the interior of the
node enclosure.
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4.7 Conditions Required for System Stability

System frequency stability must be sufficient to allow essentially synchronous
sampling across the entire network. Assuming an effective sample rate of 10 Kilo
Samples/sec (after FPGA averaging), a maximum data record length of 30 seconds and a
maximum allowable sample timing error of 1/10 of a sample interval gives the following
frequency stability requirement:
[1/10 sample interval][1/10 KHz] / [30seconds] = 0.3ppm

The TCXO frequency stability must therefore be improved by about an order of
magnitude

4.8 Frequency Synchronization Algorithm

The wake up radio frequency synchronization algorithm is as explained in the
flow chart. It follows two continuous loops – the acquisition loop and the tracking loop.

Acquisition Loop

In the acquisition loop, the PIC checks the RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Indicator), and confirms if the received signal strength is adequate or not.
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If RSSI is less than the predetermined value, it would mean that the acquired
signal is not strong enough and hence the PIC would continue in the acquisition loop with
certain delay.

If the acquired signal strength is sufficient then the PIC is to determine the Beat
Frequency and the frequency error magnitude from the temperature compensated crystal
oscillator. The UP/DOWN line from the receiver oscillator circuit would determine the
polarity of the frequency error (whether the correction is to be added or subtracted). Once
the right frequency is calculated after error correction, the PIC is to report the RSSI,
Frequency Error and the Error Polarity to the Single Board Computer. In this loop, the
magnitude of the required TCXO frequency correction is estimated and the control
voltage is accordingly corrected by means of PWM DAC output line. The loop is
continued after certain delay continuously. If the measured beat frequency is less than the
minimum pre-calculated frequency, the PIC is programmed to quit the acquisition loop
and jump into the tracking loop.

Tracking Loop

In the tracking loop, again the polarity of the frequency error is determined from
the UP/DOWN line and the control voltage to the TCXO is adjusted again in this loop.
If the measured Beat Frequency is greater than a preset maximum frequency the
PIC is programmed to quit the current tracking loop and restart the acquisition loop.
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The functions of the PIC can also be studied as 2 other loops – the charging loop
and the frequency locked loop. On the wake up signal from the base station, the PIC
starts the power control circuit and in the process starts the GPS, FPGA, ADC and the
Meraki Wireless. When the Geo Pebble is recording the seismic data, the PIC functions
as a frequency locked loop synthesizer as discussed. When the pebble is started but not
recording the date, the PIC charges the battery and starts the GPS receiver engine. This
serves a two fold purpose of checking the battery charge and ensuring that the battery is
not overcharged and to fasten the process of GPS signal acquisition.

4.9 Limitations and Solutions

The frequency synchronization could be achieved by a custom designed GPS
receiver engine. The GPS receiver, connected to a local host machine could be
programmed to transmit different frequencies through the wireless network. The only
limitation in using the GPS engine is that the GPS receivers are extreme power hungry
machines and also have a considerable start up time for tracking satellites.

But compared to the size, power and complexity in the design of the PIC based
wake up receiver, the cost would appreciably be reduced by the custom GPS receiver.
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The wake up function (power up) of the design is incorporated by the single board
computer and the propeller on the pebble. Since the functions of the wake up receiver
were altered into the existing designs, the PIC frequency synthesizer did not make it to
the production phase. The design and the engineering effort involved in it is of significant
importance.
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Figure 4.4: Frequency Synchronization Algorithm
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The thesis discussed the development of the three designs. The geo pebble and the
shot box are in the production phase and are subjected to modifications and
improvements. The PIC based wake up radio frequency synthesizer, though not used in
the seismic recording, the science of the design plays a significant role.

5.1 Summary of Thesis

All the designs described are custom built, tested and verified in the laboratory.
The thesis explains each modules purpose, implementation and the design development.
We also discussed about the limitations of the previous versions and how the current
implemented models overcome these restrictions.

The geo pebble, designed to be an autonomous, synchronous, wireless data logger
was successfully prototyped with an Altera Cyclone II FPGA as the integral controller
but later substituted with a low cost PARALLAX propeller chip to perform the functions
of the FPGA including SDRAM data storage.
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The shot box is the redesigned with limited display options from the previous
versions. It is also fitted with the latest available GPS engines and best suited capacitors
circuit for the purpose discussed earlier. It is much more compact and determined to be
less power consuming and hence cheaper than its predecessors.

The PIC based frequency synthesizer paved way towards implementing a GPS
based synchronizing system between the receiver nodes and the base stations. The design
could be used in other modules which do not include the GPS engine to implement
frequency synchronization through phase locked loop.

It is also to be noted that all the three modules were programmed and designed on
different software platforms.
•

The FPGA was programmed using an ALTERA Quartus II 6.0 .Edition

•

The PARALLAX propeller chip on the Shot box was implemented using the
PROPELLER TOOL V1.2

•

And PICBASIC PRO COMPILER programmer was used to program the PIC
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5.2 Direction of Future Research

All the designs are subjects of constant upgrade and changes with more or less
features, smaller size and most important of all- power efficient. At this stage, the geo
pebble serves its’ functions but the power and the cost could be reduced by using the ZigBee wireless network instead of the commercial MERAKI product. The parallel display
in the shot box reduces the cost by about $30 per box. But considering other applications
in which the parallel display could be used, the cost benefited could be more (not
including the engineering design cost).

As Arthur C Clarke said,
“The only way of finding the limits of the possible is by going beyond them
into the impossible.”
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Appendix A : Pseudo code
A.1 FPGA Top Module
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// TOP MODULE OF FPGA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//NETLIST DECLARATIONS
module adc (
rx_ok,
rst,
adc1,
bclk1,
lrclk1,
rch1,
lchannel1,

//RECEIVE ACKNOWLEDGE SIGNAL
//RESET
//DATA FROM FIRST ADC REFERRED AS ADC1
//BIT CLOCK FROM ADC1
//LEFT RIGHT CHANNEL CLOCK FROM ADC1
//RIGHT CHANNEL DATA OF ADC1
//LEFT CHANNEL DATA OF ADC1

adc2,
bclk2,
lrclk2,
rch2,
lch2,

//DATA FROM SECOND ADC REFERRED AS ADC2
//BIT CLOCK FROM ADC2
//LEFT RIGHT CHANNEL CLOCK FROM ADC2
//RIGHT CHANNEL DATA OF ADC2
//LEFT CHANNEL DATA OF ADC2

outdata,
out,
frame,
next

//OUTPUT TO PINS TO PROCESSOR
//OUTPUT TO PINS FOR VERIFICATION
//FRAME SIGNAL PROCESSOR
//PULSE FOR VERIFICATION

);
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PORT DECLARATIONS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
input rx_ok;
input rst;
input adc1;
input bclk1;
input lrclk1;
output rch1;
output lchannel1;
input adc2;
input bclk2;
input lrclk2;
output rch2;
output lch2;
output
output
output
output

[7:0]outdata;
[7:0]dout;
frame;
next;
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//REGISTER AND WIRE DECLARATIONS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
reg [1599:0]data;
reg [1599:0]ddup;
reg
reg
reg
reg
wire
wire
wire
wire

[3:0]xcount;
[159:0]one,two,three,four,five;
[159:0]six,seven,eight,nine,ten;
[7:0]rxcount;
rx_ok;
gnd;
inclk;
[7:0]dout;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//OUTPUT FOR VERIFICATION
assign dout=outdata;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
reg frame;
reg [7:0]outdata;
reg [3:0]ltcount;
wire [31:0]lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//GROUND
assign gnd =1'b0;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
wire [23:0]timer;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//INSTANTIATION OF SIGNAL PROCESSING MODULE REFER APPENDIX 2
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
adc1 u1(
.rst(rst),
.adc(adc1),
.bclk(bclk1),
.lrclk(lrclk1),
.rch(rch1),
.lchannel(lchannel1),
.lbits(lbits1),
.rbits(rbits1),
.tbits(tbits),
.frame(frame)
);
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//INSTANTIATION OF SIGNAL PROCESSING MODULE REFER APPENDIX 2
// THE PINS ARE CHANGED TO PROCESS DIFFERENT SETS OF INPUTS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
adc2 u2(
.rst(rst),
.adc(adc2),
.bclk(bclk2),
.lrclk(lrclk2),
.rch(rch2),
.lch(lch2),
.lbits(lbits2),
.rbits(rbits2),
.fix(fix)
);
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
BUFFER EACH OF 32 BITS * 5 CHANNELS FOR 10 COUNTS
//
THIS WOULD GIVE 160 BITS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

reg next;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
COPY THE REGISTER VALUE TO A DIFFERENT REGISTER TO BE
//SHIFTED OUT ON REQUEST FROM THE PROCESSOR/////////////////////
always @(posedge rx_ok or negedge rst or negedge frame)
begin
if(rst==0)
begin
rxcount=0;
outdata=0;
next=0;
ddup=0; // DUPLICATE REGISTER
end
else
begin
if(frame==0)
begin
ddup=data;
rxcount=8'd0;
outdata=ddup[1599:1592];
ddup=ddup<<8; //SHIFTING 8 BITS
next=0;
end
else
begin
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
SHIFT 200 TIMES AND 8 BITS EACH TIME
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if(rxcount<8'b11001000)
begin
outdata=ddup[1599:1592];
ddup=ddup<<8;
next=next+1'b1;
end
else
outdata=outdata;
if(rxcount==8'b11001000)
rxcount=0;
else
rxcount=rxcount+1'b1;
end
end
end
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// ACCUMILATING THE 10 SAMPLES OF 5 CHANNELS OF DATA EACH 32 BITS
//LONG///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
always @(posedge fix or negedge rst)
begin
if(rst==0)
begin
xcount=0;
one=0;
two=0;
three=0;
four=0;
five=0;
six=0;
seven=0;
eight=0;
nine=0;
ten=0;
data=0;
frame=1'b1;
end
else
begin
case(xcount)
4'd0:begin
one={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
two=two;
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
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nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd1:begin
one=one;
two={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd2:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
\
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd3:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
four={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd4:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
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four=four;
five={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd5:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd6:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd7:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
nine=nine;
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
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xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd8:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
ten=ten;
frame=1'b1;
xcount=xcount+1;
end
4'd9:begin
one=one;
two=two;
three=three;
four=four;
five=five;
six=six;
seven=seven;
eight=eight;
nine=nine;
ten={lbits1,rbits1,lbits2,rbits2,tbits};
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//REASSEMBLE THE 10 SAMPLE PACKAGE
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
data={one,two,three,four,five,six,seven,eight,nine,ten};
xcount=4'b0000;
frame=1'b0;
end
endcase
end
end
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//END OF 200 BYTES ACCUMILATION
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
endmodule
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A.2 FPGA - ADC Interface
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
ADC MODULE to get data from 2 channels of a single ADC
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
module adc1 (
rst,
//SOFTWARE RESET
adc,
//ADC DATA SIGNAL
bclk,
//BIT CLOCK
lrclk,
//LEFT-RIGHT CHANNEL CLOCK
rch,
//RIGHT CHANNEL DATA
lchannel,
//LEFT CHANNEL DATA
lbits,rbits,
//32 bit SAMPLE PACKAGE WITH PARITY
tbits,
//TIME STAMP
frame
//FRAME SIGNAL
);
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
PORT AND NETLIST DECLARATION
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
INPUTS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
input
input
input
input
input

frame;
rst;
adc;
bclk;
lrclk;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//OUTPUT
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
output
output
output
output

lchannel;
rch;
[31:0]lbits,rbits;
[31:0]tbits;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
REGISTER AND WIRE DECLARATIONS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire
wire

adc;
frame;
rst;
lrclk;
bclk;
lch;
rch;
[2:0]lpar,rpar;
[2:0]tpar;
[31:0]lbits,rbits;
[31:0]tbits;
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reg
reg
reg
reg
reg
reg

[23:0]tout,timer;
[26:0]lsum,rsum;
[26:0]lval,rval;
[4:0]lcount,rcount;
[3:0]lcnt,rcnt;
[23:0]ldout,rdout;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
USED FOR VERIFICATION (CAN BE AVOIDED)
assign lchannel=lch;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
SEPARATE RIGHT AND LEFT CHANNEL DATA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
assign lch = adc ? (lrclk==1'b1 && rst==1'b1) : 1'b0;
assign rch = adc ? (lrclk==1'b0 && rst==1'b1) : 1'b0;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
CALCULATE THE PARITY BITS FOR EACH EIGHT BIT SAMPLE OF
//
PROCESSED DATA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
PARITY FOR LEFT CHANNEL DATA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
assign lpar[0]=
ldout[0]^ldout[1]^ldout[2]^ldout[3]^ldout[4]^ldout[5]^ldout[6]^ldout[7]
;
assign lpar[1]=
ldout[8]^ldout[9]^ldout[10]^ldout[11]^ldout[12]^ldout[13]^ldout[14]^ldo
ut[15];
assign lpar[2]=
ldout[16]^ldout[17]^ldout[18]^ldout[19]^ldout[20]^ldout[21]^ldout[22]^l
dout[23];
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
PARITY FOR RIGHT CHANNEL DATA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
assign rpar[0]=
rdout[0]^rdout[1]^rdout[2]^rdout[3]^rdout[4]^rdout[5]^rdout[6]^rdout[7]
;
assign rpar[1]=
rdout[8]^rdout[9]^rdout[10]^rdout[11]^rdout[12]^rdout[13]^rdout[14]^rdo
ut[15];
assign rpar[2]=
rdout[16]^rdout[17]^rdout[18]^rdout[19]^rdout[20]^rdout[21]^rdout[22]^r
dout[23];
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
PARITY FOR TIME STAMP
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
assign
tpar[0]=timer[0]^timer[1]^timer[2]^timer[3]^timer[4]^timer[5]^timer[6]^
timer[7];
assign
tpar[1]=timer[8]^timer[9]^timer[10]^timer[11]^timer[12]^timer[13]^timer
[14]^timer[15];
assign
tpar[2]=timer[16]^timer[17]^timer[18]^timer[19]^timer[20]^timer[21]^tim
er[22]^timer[23];
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
REGROUP SAMPLE PACKAGES
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
assign tbits={timer[7:0],timer[15:8],timer[23:16],5'b10011,tpar};
assign lbits={ldout[7:0],ldout[15:8],ldout[23:16],5'b00011,lpar};
assign rbits={rdout[7:0],rdout[15:8],rdout[23:16],5'b00111,rpar};
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//REGISTER THE TIMING COUNTER VALUE ON THE EDGE OF FRAME SIGNAL
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
always @(posedge lrclk or negedge rst)
begin
if(rst==0)
tout=0;
else tout=tout+1'b1;
end
always @(negedge frame or negedge rst)
begin
if(rst==0)
timer=0;
else
timer=tout;
end
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
always @(posedge bclk or negedge rst)
begin
if (rst==0)
//RESET REGISTERS TO ZERO
begin
lval=0;
lcnt=0;
lcount=0;
ldout=0;
rval=0;
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rcnt=0;
rcount=0;
rdout=0;
end
else
begin
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// REGISTER THE SUM VALUE FOR EVERY 8 SAMPLES ADDED AND AVERAGED
//FOR BOTH THE RIGHT AND THE LEFT CHANNEL DATA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if (rcnt>4'b1000)
begin
rcnt=0;
rsum=0;
end
else
rsum=rsum;
if(lcnt>4'b1000)
begin
lcnt=0;
lsum=0;
end
else
lsum=lsum;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// ON POSITVE EDGE OF LEFT-RIGHT CLOCK CLEAR RIGHT CHANNEL DATAS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if (lrclk==1'b1)
begin
rcount=0;
rval=0;
lcount=lcount+1'b1;
if(lcnt==4'b1000)
begin
ldout=lsum>>3; //AVERAGE THE DATA
lcnt=0;
end
else
begin
ldout=ldout; // REGISTER THE VALUE
lcnt=lcnt;
end
if(lcnt==4'd0)
lsum=0;
else lsum=lsum;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//ASSIGN CORRESPONDING DATA VALUES TO BITS NUMBERED ACCORDING TO
//BIT CLOCK
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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case(lcount)
2:begin
lval[23]=lch;
lval[24]=lch;
lval[25]=lch;
lval[26]=lch;
end
3:lval[22]=lch;
4:lval[21]=lch;
5:lval[20]=lch;
6:lval[19]=lch;
7:lval[18]=lch;
8:lval[17]=lch;
9:lval[16]=lch;
10:lval[15]=lch;
11:lval[14]=lch;
12:lval[13]=lch;
13:lval[12]=lch;
14:lval[11]=lch;
15:lval[10]=lch;
16:lval[9]=lch;
17:lval[8]=lch;
18:lval[7]=lch;
19:lval[6]=lch;
20:lval[5]=lch;
21:lval[4]=lch;
22:lval[3]=lch;
23:lval[2]=lch;
24:lval[1]=lch;
25:
begin
lval[0]=lch;
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//ADD THE VALUE TO THE CURRENT VALUE
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
lsum=lsum+lval;
lcnt=lcnt+1'b1;
end
default:lval=0;
endcase
end
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//REPEAT THE STEPS FOR THE RIGHT CHANNEL DATA AND NEGATIVE EDGE
//OF THE LEFT RIGHT CLOCK
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
else if(lrclk==0)
begin
lcount=5'd0;
lval=0;
rcount=rcount+1'b1;
if(rcnt==4'b1000)
begin
rdout=rsum>>3;
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rcnt=0;
end
else
begin
rdout=rdout;
rcnt=rcnt;
end
if(rcnt==4'd0)
rsum=0;
else
rsum=rsum;
case(rcount)//assign corresponding data values
to bits number according to bclk
2:begin
rval[23]=rch;
rval[24]=rch;
rval[25]=rch;
rval[26]=rch;
end
3:rval[22]=rch;
4:rval[21]=rch;
5:rval[20]=rch;
6:rval[19]=rch;
7:rval[18]=rch;
8:rval[17]=rch;
9:rval[16]=rch;
10:rval[15]=rch;
11:rval[14]=rch;
12:rval[13]=rch;
13:rval[12]=rch;
14:rval[11]=rch;
15:rval[10]=rch;
16:rval[9]=rch;
17:rval[8]=rch;
18:rval[7]=rch;
19:rval[6]=rch;
20:rval[5]=rch;
21:rval[4]=rch;
22:rval[3]=rch;
23:rval[2]=rch;
24:rval[1]=rch;
25:begin
rval[0]=rch;
rsum=rsum+rval;
rcnt=rcnt+1'b1;
end
default:rval=0;
endcase
end
end
end
endmodule
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A.3 Propeller Top Object
*NOT TO BE REALIGNED (since the loops will change according to alignment)
{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DECLARATIONS
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

CON
_clkmode = xtal1 + pll16x
_xinfreq = 5_000_000

' use crystal x 16
' 5 MHz cyrstal (sys clock = 80 MHz)

LCD_PIN = 7'11
LCD_BAUD = 19_200
LCD_LINES = 4
BUTTON_1 = 12'0
BUTTON_2 = 14'1
BUTTON_3 = 10'2
BUTTON_4 = 8'3

' for Parallax 4x20 serial LCD on P0

gps_reset = 24
OBJ
lcd : "Debug_Lcd"
gps: "GPS_IO_mini"
interval: "Interval_Menu"
numbers:"Numbers"
gpsmenu:"LCD_GPS"
eeprom: "Propeller Eeprom"
VAR
long b1_presses
long b2_presses
long b3_presses,b3
long b4_presses
long hh,mm,ss
long count
long sec,count_down
long remainder
long lat_degree,lon_degree
long str_address[2]
long set_count
byte hour[3],minute[3],second[3],month[3],day[3],year[3]
byte cd
byte lat_deg[2],lat_min[6],lon_deg[3],lon_min[6]
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{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
MAIN MODULE
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

PUB main | idx
OUTA[gps_reset] := 1
DIRA[gps_reset]~~
OUTA[gps_reset] := 0
waitcnt(clkfreq / 1000 * 100 + cnt)
OUTA[gps_reset] := 1

gps.start
eeprom.VarRestore(@count[0],@count[0] + 4)

if lcd.init(LCD_PIN, LCD_BAUD, LCD_LINES)
' start lcd
lcd.cursor(0)
' cursor off
lcd.backLight(false)
' backlight on (if available)
lcd.cls
' clear the lcd

repeat
lcd.home
if (b3) =< 1
b3 := 1
elseif (b3) => 4
b3 := 4
if(b3_presses) =< 1
b3_presses := 1
if (b3_presses) => 4
b3_presses := 4

if(b1_presses) =< 0
b1_presses := 0

if ina[BUTTON_1] OR ina[BUTTON_2] OR ina[BUTTON_3] OR ina[BUTTON_4]
== 1
lcd.cls
eeprom.VarRestore(@count[0],@count[0] + 4)
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if(b1_presses) == 0
lcd.gotoxy(1,3)
lcd.str(string("Menu"))
lcd.gotoxy(14,3)
lcd.str(string("Cancel "))

if ina[BUTTON_1] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
lcd.cls
b1_presses := b1_presses + 1
b3 := 1
if ina[BUTTON_2] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
b1_presses := b1_presses - 1
'
b3_presses := 1
b3 := 1
if ina[BUTTON_3] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
b3_presses := b3_presses + 1
b3 := b3 + 1
if ina[BUTTON_4] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
b3_presses := b3_presses - 1
b3 := b3 - 1

if(b1_presses == 1)
main_menu

else
case(b1_presses)
2:
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case(b3_presses)
1:
{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SET INTERVAL MENU
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
lcd.cls
interval_menu
lcd.str(string("Cnt:"))
lcd.dec(count)
b1_presses := 1
2:
{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
GPS MENU
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
lcd.cls
repeat
lcd.home
lcd.str(string("Time "))
bytemove(@hour[0],gps.time,2)
bytemove(@minute[0],gps.time + 2, 2)
bytemove(@second[0],gps.time + 4, 2)
second[3] := 0
lcd.str(@hour)
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(@minute)
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(@second)
lcd.str(string(" S:"))
lcd.str(gps.satellites)

lcd.gotoxy(0,1)
lcd.str(string("Date "))
bytemove(@month[0],gps.date + 2,2)
bytemove(@day[0],gps.date, 2)
bytemove(@year[0],gps.date + 4, 2)
year[3] := 0
lcd.str(@month)
lcd.str(string("/"))
lcd.str(@day)
lcd.str(string("/"))
lcd.str(@year)
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lcd.str(string(" H:"))
lcd.str(gps.hdop)
lcd.gotoxy(0,2)
lcd.str(string("Lat "))
bytemove(@lat_deg[0],gps.latitude,2)
bytemove(@lat_min[0],gps.latitude + 2, 5)

lat_degree := numbers.FromStr(@lat_deg, numbers#DEC)
lat_degree := lat_degree / 100
lcd.decx(lat_degree,2)
lcd.str(string("'"))
lat_min[5] := 0
lcd.str(@lat_min)
lcd.str(gps.N_S)
lcd.gotoxy(0,3)
lcd.str(string("Lon "))
bytemove(@lon_deg[0],gps.longitude,3)
bytemove(@lon_min[0],gps.longitude + 3, 5)
lon_min[5] := 0
lon_degree := numbers.FromStr(@lon_deg, numbers#DEC)
lon_degree := lon_degree / 100
lcd.decx(lon_degree,3)
lcd.str(string("'"))
lcd.str(@lon_min)
lcd.str(gps.E_W)

until (ina[BUTTON_2]) == 1
lcd.cls
main_menu
3:
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{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
COUNTDOWN MENU
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
lcd.cls
repeat
lcd.home
lcd.str(string("Time"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr((gps.time_hour), numbers#DEC3))
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr((gps.time_minute), numbers#DEC3))
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr((gps.time_second), numbers#DEC3))

lcd.gotoxy(1,3)
lcd.str(string("Start"))
lcd.gotoxy(14,3)
lcd.str(string("Cancel"))
if(count) =< 1
count := 1
sec := 5

case (count)
1: sec := 5
2: sec := 10
3: sec := 15
4: sec := 20
5: sec := 30
6: sec := 60
7: sec := 120
8: sec := 180
9: sec := 240
10: sec := 300
11: sec := 600
12: sec := 900
13: sec := 1200
14: sec := 1800
15: sec := 3600
16: sec := 43200
other: sec := 5
lcd.gotoxy(0,1)
lcd.str(string("Cntdown Sec:"))
lcd.dec(sec)
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remainder := gps.time_total_seconds // sec
lcd.gotoxy(0,2)
lcd.str(string("Rem Sec:"))
lcd.decf(sec - remainder,3)
lcd.str(string(" Sat:"))
lcd.str(gps.satellites)
if ina[BUTTON_1] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
count_down := sec
cd := 1

if cd == 1
lcd.cls
repeat
remainder := gps.time_total_seconds // count_down
lcd.str(string("Time"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr((gps.time_hour), numbers#DEC3))
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr((gps.time_minute), numbers#DEC3))
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr((gps.time_second), numbers#DEC3))
lcd.gotoxy(0,1)
lcd.str(string("Count Down:"))
lcd.decf((count_down - remainder),3)
lcd.gotoxy(14,3)
lcd.str(string("Cancel "))
if (remainder == 0)
lcd.cls
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
'boom
lcd.cls
lcd.gotoxy(7,0)
lcd.str(string("Boom"))
lcd.cls
until ina[BUTTON_2] == 1
cd := 0
main_menu

until ina[BUTTON_2] == 1
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lcd.cls
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
cd := 0
lcd.cls
main_menu
b1_presses := 1

4:
{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
BATTERY INFORMATION MENU
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
'final_menu
lcd.cls
repeat
lcd.gotoxy(7,2)
lcd.str(string("Final Menu"))
until ina[BUTTON_2] == 1
lcd.cls
main_menu
b1_presses := 1
b3_presses := 1

{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBMODULES
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
PUB scroll_option
case b3
1: lcd.gotoxy(11,b3 -1)
lcd.str(string("<--"))
2: lcd.gotoxy(11,b3 -1)
lcd.str(string("<--"))
3: lcd.gotoxy(11,b3 -1)
lcd.str(string("<--"))
4: lcd.gotoxy(11,b3 -1)
lcd.str(string("<--"))
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PUB main_menu
'lcd.cls
lcd.gotoxy(0,0)
lcd.str(string("Set Intvl"))
lcd.gotoxy(0,1)
lcd.str(string("GPS"))
lcd.gotoxy(0,2)
lcd.str(string("Countdown"))
lcd.gotoxy(0,3)
lcd.str(string("Final Menu"))
lcd.gotoxy(16,3)
lcd.str(string("Back"))
scroll_option

PUB interval_menu
'count := 0
lcd.cls
count := interval.main(count)
'str_address := numbers.ToStr((count), numbers#DEC)
eeprom.VarBackup(@count[0],@count[0] + 4)

PUB boom
'repeat
' lcd.cls
' waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
lcd.gotoxy(7,0)
lcd.str(string("Boom"))
return

PUB final_menu
if ina[BUTTON_2] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
lcd.cls
return
else
lcd.cls
lcd.str(string("Final Menu"))

PUB error_menu
lcd.home
lcd.str(string("Error Menu"))
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A.4 Set Interval Menu
*NOT TO BE REALIGNED (since the loops will change according to alignment)
{//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DECLARATIONS
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
CON
_clkmode = xtal1 + pll16x
_xinfreq = 5_000_000

' use crystal x 16
' 5 MHz cyrstal (sys clock = 80 MHz)

LCD_PIN = 7'11
LCD_BAUD = 19_200
LCD_LINES = 4
BUTTON_1 = 12'0
BUTTON_2 = 14'1
BUTTON_3 = 10'2
BUTTON_4 = 8'3

' for Parallax 4x20 serial LCD on P0

OBJ
lcd : "Debug_Lcd"
numbers: "Numbers"
VAR
BYTE hh,mm,ss, back
BYTE int_count

PUB main(count) | idx
if lcd.init(LCD_PIN, LCD_BAUD, LCD_LINES)
' start lcd
lcd.cursor(0)
' cursor off
lcd.backLight(false)
' backlight on (if available)
lcd.cls
' clear the lcd
lcd.gotoxy(1,3)
' location is given as column, row
lcd.str(string("Done"))
lcd.gotoxy(14,3)
lcd.str(string("Cancel "))
int_count := count
repeat
lcd.home
lcd.str(string("Choose Intvl"))
lcd.gotoxy(5,1)
lcd.str(string("HH: MM: SS"))
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if ina[BUTTON_3] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
int_count := int_count - 1
elseif ina[BUTTON_4] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
int_count := int_count + 1

if (int_count) =< 1
int_count := 1
ss := 5
mm := 0
hh := 0
else
case(int_count)
2:
ss := 10
mm := 0
hh := 0
3:
ss := 15
mm := 0
hh := 0
4:
ss := 20
mm := 0
hh := 0
5:
ss := 30
mm := 0
hh := 0
6:
ss := 0
mm := 1
hh := 0
7:
ss := 0
mm := 2
hh := 0

8:
ss := 0
mm := 3
hh := 0
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9:
ss := 0
mm := 4
hh := 0
10:
ss := 0
mm := 5
hh := 0
11:
ss := 0
mm := 10
hh := 0
12:
ss := 0
mm := 15
hh := 0
13:
ss := 0
mm := 20
hh := 0
14:
ss := 0
mm := 30
hh := 0
15:
ss := 0
mm := 0
hh := 1
16:
ss := 0
mm := 0
hh := 12
OTHER:
ss := 0
mm := 0
hh := 0
int_count := 0

lcd.gotoxy(4,2)
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr(hh,numbers#DEC3))
lcd.gotoxy(7,2)
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr(mm,numbers#DEC3))
lcd.str(string(":"))
lcd.str(numbers.ToStr(ss,numbers#DEC3))
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if ina[BUTTON_1] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
int_count := int_count

'write count to memory here'
lcd.cls
return int_count
elseif ina[BUTTON_2] == 1
waitcnt(clkfreq / 4 + cnt)
int_count := int_count
'write count to memory here
lcd.cls
return int_count
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A.5 PIC Software Spec
‘/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
‘PIC Top Module
’//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
GPSDUR VAR BYTE
OVERCHG VAR BYTE
GPSPWR var PORTB.0
RADIOPWR VAR PORTB.1
SBCPWR VAR PORTB.2
ADCPWR VAR PORTB.3
MRKIPWR VAR PORTB.4
PAUSE 1000
'MAINTOP:
IF GPSDUR = 60 THEN
GPSPWR=0
GPSDUR=0
'GOTO MAINTOP
ELSE
GPSDUR=GPSDUR+1
ENDIF
'CALL BATCHGCK
IF OVERCHG = 1 THEN
GPSPWR = 1
ENDIF
'RETURN
‘/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
‘PIC Battery Charge Check Subroutine
’//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
TRISA = 255 ' sets all pins to inputs
ADCON1=0 'PORT A is analog(not necessary because for 16f877 these
'pins are predefined as analog
TEMP VAR BYTE
VBAT VAR BYTE
VFLR VAR BYTE
OVERCHG VAR BYTE
V20C CON 620
TEMP20C CON 869
DEFINE ADC_SAMPLEUS 100
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ADCIN PORTA.4, TEMP
ADCIN PORTA.5, VBAT
IF TEMP < TEMP20C THEN
VFLR=V20C+(TEMP20C-TEMP)/4
ELSE
VFLR=V20C-(TEMP20C-TEMP)/4
ENDIF
IF VBAT>VFLR THEN
OVERCHG=1
ELSE
OVERCHG=0
ENDIF
‘/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
‘PIC Battery Charge Check Subroutine
’//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
V20C VAR BYTE
TEMP VAR BYTE
VFLT VAR BYTE
BATCHK VAR BYTE
PVSHT VAR BYTE
GPSPWR VAR BYTE
GPSDUR VAR BYTE
LET V20C = 621
IF TEMP < 869 THEN
VFLT = V20C +(869-TEMP)/4
ELSE
VFLT = V20C -(TEMP-869)/4
ENDIF
IF BATCHK>VFLT THEN
GPSPWR=1
PVSHT = PVSHT + 16
GPSDUR = GPSDUR + 1
ELSE
PVSHT = 0
ENDIF
'PAUSE 100
END
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‘/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
‘PIC Programming PLL Subroutine
’//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DEFINE SHIFT_PAUSEUS_1000
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%10011111]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%10000000]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%01100011]
PULSOUT PORTB.2, 100
PAUSEUS 1000
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%00010000]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%00000010]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%00000000]
PULSOUT PORTB.2, 100
PAUSEUS 1000
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%00000000]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%00100100]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1, PORTB.0,1,[%01011101]
PULSOUT PORTB.2, 100
PAUSEUS 1000
RETURN
‘/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
‘PIC Active Radio Subroutine
’//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

RSSISUM VAR BYTE
RSSI VAR BYTE
NOSIGRSSI VAR BYTE
CLKRADIOSIG VAR BYTE
I VAR BYTE
DEFINE ADC_SAMPLEUS_100
DEFINE ADC_BITS 8
' Set number of bits in result
DEFINE ADC_CLOCK 3 ' Set clock source (rc = 3)
RSSISUM =0
DEFINE SHIFT_PAUSEUS_1000
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1,PORTB.0,1,[%00000000]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1,PORTB.0,1,[%00100100]
SHIFTOUT PORTB.1,PORTB.0,1,[%00110101]
PULSOUT PORTB.2, 100
PAUSE 100
FOR i = 1 TO 4
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ADCIN PORTA.0, RSSI
RSSISUM=RSSISUM+RSSI
PAUSE 100
NEXT I
NOSIGRSSI=RSSISUM/4
RSSISUM=RSSISUM>>2
IF RSSISUM > NOSIGRSSI +32 THEN
CLKRADIOSIG=1
ELSE
CLKRADIOSIG=0
ENDIF
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Appendix B: Circuit Layouts
B.1 ADC 1 Propeller PCB
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B.2 ADC 2 Propeller PCB
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B.3 ADC Propeller Clock Generation and Power
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B.4 Propeller –Processor Interface
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B.5 Clock Radio PIC Power Supply
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B.6 Clock Radio PIC Power Supply (contd. 1)
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B.7 Clock Radio PIC Power Supply (contd. 2)
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B.8 Clock Radio PIC Power Supply (contd. 3)
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B.9 Shot Box
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B.10 Shot Box (contd.)
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B.11 Geo-Pebble Wiring
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B.11 Geo-Pebble Wiring (contd. 1)
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B.13 GPS Pre-Amp

